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* Monitor your Flare's online documentation from a single, custom-designed screen. * Integrated search, in-depth detail, and
drill-down functions. * Synonym creation "on-the-fly" - see a list of synonyms as you create them. * Feedback for projects - use
this tool to monitor the overall project, the latest version, and each task. * Feedback for topics - use this tool to monitor the
latest topics, the newest versions, and the most used. * Administrator accounts - view and control multiple Flare accounts from a
single window. * User profiles - manage your users and create and control multiple user accounts. * Administration - define the
permissions of individual users. * Import and export Feedback data - export reports in HTML, PDF, Word, and Excel formats.
* Import and export RTF formatted Feedback - import RTF formatted feedback into Flare. * Configurable configuration
options * Designed for and tested with Windows 7. * Pricing: $ 29.95 for the "Basic" edition. $ 39.95 for the "Standard"
edition. $ 49.95 for the "Premium" edition. Flare is a free online feedback and improvement tracking application that lets teams
of people provide feedback about web pages and features they use. Users can leave comments and give scores to describe their
preferences and evaluate the quality of the pages. The best use of Flare is in the web development process, but it is an excellent
way to get feedback on complex software too. Flare is a web-based tool, so it can be hosted on any web server or you can use
your own web server or your Flare account. This article is for the Flare Feedback Form project that collects comments and
preferences on a specific web page. The instructions here provide a clear overview of the Flare API, and show how to collect
feedback on a web page or form using Flare. Use the comments section below to add to the feedback comments you have
collected, or use the link to Add your Feedback! For more information about the Flare API, and how to extract feedback and
ratings from other types of Flare projects, see this article on the Flare API documentation site. To work through the steps in this
article, you will need the following: The same setup you use for the basic Flare project instructions in this article, or a script to
create a new project. Instructions Getting Started Before you start,
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* Feeds various analysis tools directly from the user feedback feed. * Displays very detailed information about the feedback
you're tracking. * Allows you to filter out feedback that is not relevant to the topic you're tracking (such as bug or closed
feedback). * Provides quick links to relevant features. * Manages review tasks. * Manages Testimonials. * Allows you to add
new sample topics and chapters to the documentation. * Allows you to add new "Facet" definitions to the documentation. *
Allows you to upload custom images to the documentation. * Allows you to upload custom graphs to the documentation. *
Allows you to display custom charts to the documentation. * Allows you to define new charts to the documentation. * Allows
you to upload various different versions of the documentation to the documentation. * Allows you to upload media files to the
documentation. * Allows you to create custom links to the documentation. * Allows you to upload notes to the documentation. *
Allows you to upload user statistics to the documentation. * Allows you to rename and delete existing topics in the
documentation. * Allows you to re-arrange topics in the documentation. * Allows you to create new Testimonials. * Allows you
to create new Reviewer accounts. * Allows you to manage reviewer permissions to the documentation. * Allows you to manage
reviewer access to individual Testimonials. * Allows you to manage reviewer permissions to Testimonials. * Allows you to
delete individual Testimonials. * Allows you to create new Administrator accounts. * Allows you to manage administrator
permissions to the documentation. * Allows you to delete individual Administrator accounts. * Allows you to manage reviewer
permissions to the documentation. * Allows you to delete individual reviewer permissions to the documentation. * Allows you to
manage reviewer access to individual Testimonials. * Allows you to manage reviewer access to individual Testimonials. *
Allows you to manage reviewer access to Testimonials. * Allows you to manage reviewer access to individual Testimonials. *
Allows you to manage reviewer access to Testimonials. * Allows you to manage reviewer access to individual Testimonials. *
Allows you to manage reviewer access to Testimonials. * Allows you to manage reviewer access to Testimonials. * Allows you
to manage reviewer access to individual Testimonials. * Allows you to manage reviewer access to Testimonials. 1d6a3396d6
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MadCap Feedback Explorer can be used as an extension of Flare's internal Feedback Explorer to help maintain your Flare
documentation while providing some unique features: Currently, the Feedback Explorer that comes with Flare isn't able to
import ratings directly from Twitter. This new app allows you to import ratings directly from Twitter for all users (or a subset of
users) and assign ratings to Flare documentation. You can use this import tool to: Track feedback, ratings and topic views across
multiple Flare users. Create synonyms "on-the-fly." Create Reviewer and Administrator accounts. Create review ratings within
Flare. Create "topics" for reviews within Flare. The "Last Updated" date in the Twitter messages is unreliable and will be
incorrect. By importing these tweets directly from Twitter, the date will be accurate and will be able to be used for the feed of
how long it has been since a document has been rated. Import into MadCap Flare In Flare when you click the Import button the
application will automatically look to see if Twitter can be accessed from your computer and if it can it will import the current
ratings into MadCap Flare. When the import is complete, the previous Import button will become a Close button. Set up your
own Flare hosting! You can also host MadCap Flare on your own server. There are many benefits to this. You control the
software and data (feedback, ratings, topic views, synonyms, etc.), you can set the amount of capacity you wish to allow for your
Flare hosting and you can control the amount of bandwidth used for the application. You can also control the number of User
Manager accounts and Reviewer/Administrator accounts you allow on your Flare installation. Currently, you can only install one
Flare per hostname on one server. MadCap Feedback Explorer is a stand-alone application that will run from your desktop
without the need to install Flare. The application can be used independently of Flare. Rating for Flare Flare gives you the ability
to rate the content of Flare documentation. Ratings can be assigned to Flare documentation. The Ratings are implemented as a
value between 0.0 - 5.0. A "0.0" rating means that you have not visited a document yet. A rating of "5.0" means that you have
visited the document and that you are giving it a very positive rating. Flare ratings can be assigned to the following resources:
Documents (bookmark).

What's New In?

============ * Feedback Explorer is used for all Flare online documentation. * It is standalone application and can be used
with any Flare online documentation. * This app is a custom standalone Flare Feedback Explorer. It supports all functions of the
official Feedback Explorer. * This application can be used to track all feedbacks and topics on Flare online documentation. *
This application is released under GNU Public License. It is free software for non-commercial use. * You may download and
use the free version of this app. * There is no watermark on the app's screenshot. You need to have at least 4.0-alpha3 installed
to use this application. How to install: =============== Please download the version for your Flare. If you don't know
which version of Flare you have installed, please run this command in your terminal: flare --list You can also install this
application by following the steps below. If you want to install this app on Mac OSX, you need to have Xcode. You can get
Xcode from the Mac OSX installation disc or from 1. Make sure Xcode is installed and open Xcode. 2. Install this application
using the developer disk of Xcode, and Xcode should automatically recognize this app when it is installed. 3. If you want to use
this application on Mac OSX, please ensure that the application is visible in Launchpad. If the application isn't visible in
Launchpad, you can use this command to launch this application: /Applications/Xcode.app/Contents/MacOS/Xcode 3. If you're
using an iPad, please ensure that the application is visible in the home screen. If the application isn't visible in the home screen,
you can use this command to launch this application: /Applications/Xcode.app/Contents/MacOS/Xcode How to use:
============ 1. Open this application. 2. Click "Open Folders." You can see the list of Folders. You can make a folder to
store the feedback from your Flare online documentation. 3. Click the "Write Review" button. You can add the details of your
feedback. 4. Click the "Send Feedback" button. 5. You can also use the apps of the Flare, such as "Flare Notes," to collect
feedback from your readers. You can manage your reviewers and moderators through the app. You can use the "Add or remove
a reviewer" button to add or remove reviewer accounts. You can select moderator accounts to use the moderator account
function
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System Requirements For MadCap Feedback Explorer:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7/8 (32-bit/64-bit), Windows 10 (32-bit/64-bit), Windows Server 2008 (32-bit/64-bit), Windows
Server 2012 (32-bit/64-bit), Windows Server 2008 R2 (32-bit/64-bit) Processor: Intel® Core™ i5/i7 (32-bit/64-bit), AMD
Phenom™ II (32-bit/64-bit) Memory: 4 GB RAM Hard Disk: 1
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